Drag star Sherry Vine explains Hanukkah in Blondie parody video
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Drag Jewess Sherry Vine is here to teach you about Hanukkah.

While drag queens are no stranger to humorous takes on Christmas, Sherry points out that Jewish traditions are often snubbed, so she decided to create her own Hannukah classic with a cover of Blondie’s Rapture.

Sherry said: “I have talking about doing a Hanukkah celebration for years. Christmas has always been strongly represented in drag, but to my knowledge, no other drag queen has ever done a huge Hanukkah event like this.

“After putting the week’s ‘Oy To The World’ programming together, I see why. It’s a lot of work! Christmas is just one day. Hanukkah is eight!”
The video is the first of eight created by Sherry as part of her “Oy To The World” series on her LGBT-focused YouTube channel gaySVTVWorld, with future parodies including Jew Christmas, Mohel and Jappy still to come.

Watch the video below. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gO0jg_uysIQ
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